**Daniel Levy Publications**

**Books**


*To Export Progress: The Golden Age of University Assistance in the Americas*. Indiana University Press, 2006. Contains sections that refer to private universities recipients; and compares private and public donors.


Ed. With William Zumeta. Public Policy and Private Higher Education. Accepted proposal for a special issue of the Journal of Comparative Policy Analysis.


"Public Strikes, Private Boons?: Ramifications of Public University Strikes in Kenya." With Wycliffe Otieno. As a PROPHE working paper and possibly an edited book or as separate journal submission elsewhere.


A special section on Private Higher Education in Central and Eastern Europe for an issue of International Higher Education.


"The Unanticipated Explosion: Private Higher Education's Global Surge" (For *Comparative Education Review*). Favorably reviewed but revisions requested. (revision of PROPHE working paper #1, 2002).


"Private Higher Education's Surprise Roles." International Higher Education (Spring, 2002).

"Pseudo U" or "What's in a Name?". International Higher Education (Winter, 2002).

"South Africa: For-Profits and Public Institutions." International Higher Education (Fall, 2002).


"O estado e o desenvolvimento das universidades: um panorama comparativo (1920-1940)," in Centro de Pesquisa e Documentacao de Historia Contemporanea do Brasil, A revolucao de 30 (Brasilia: Editora Universidade de Brasilia, 1982): 471-492.


Maintenance of PROPHE special column in each issue of International Higher Education.